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cator to evaluate the level of disassembly of a solution generated by the designer. This index is calculated as a weighted average of the indicators for
evaluating the disassembility of the product. The proposed method uses information such as the list of subsets or parts, the component tree, the part
geometry, the functional links between components and parts, the properties
of the components. It has been tested on one product: the soy roaster.
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Open Access

In order to help designers, consider disassembly in their design activities, a
method for evaluation of product disassembly is proposed. Criteria characterizing the disassembility of a product are identified. Each criterion is assigned
a coefficient, thus proposing an index of easy fixations ( If f ) as a design indi-
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1. Introduction
With the awareness of sustainable development issues and the strengthening of
the legislative framework relating to waste management and end-of-life product
volumes, the urgency of putting in place development methods that are both efficient and effective, the economic plan, socially responsible and environmentally friendly becomes essential for designers. One of the strategies that is presented
to the latter, is to design the products in a vision of reuse of components, recycling of materials and remanufacturing [1] [2]. This strategy involves product
disassembly. In this context, designers are led to integrate earlier and earlier the
constraints of disassembly of the product in the design process to ensure its disassembly (disassemblability). But how to define and evaluate the disassembly of
DOI: 10.4236/mme.2020.101001
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a product? What are the steps to follow in order to integrate disassembility in the
preliminary design phases? How to help the designer to choose a design solution
that satisfies disassembly constraints?
In order to answer his questions, the following section presents a methodology for assessing the complexity of disassembly, followed by an application.

2. Methodology for Assessing the Complexity of
Disassembling
The adopted methodology is described by the following flowchart (Figure 1).

1.Identify the
disassembly
parameters

FAST and the

exploded
view

2.Identify system
components

3.Modelize the
system (Link graphs)
Evaluation of
the
connections
between the
components

4.Possibilities of
solutions

5.Choosing the best
design solution

Easy
attachment
indicator

Figure 1. Description of the methodology.

2.1. Choice of Disassembly Parameters
The literature presents 14 parameters likely to represent all the problems encountered during this last phase of product life [1] [3]-[11].
Which is too important to be implemented directly. We will draw up a smaller
list of parameters to best represent all facets of non-destructive disassembly of a
product that can be used in its preliminary design phase. The list is as follows:
DOI: 10.4236/mme.2020.101001
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types of contacts;
types of combinations;
disassembly tools;
number of disassembly directions;
operator qualifications;
required equipment.
A scale of values has been created for each parameter to calculate the disassembly complexity. The different values make it possible to represent the main
possibilities and to classify them from the most interesting to the most restrictive. We will see these scales in detail and describe each of the values. To choose
these scales of values, we mainly relied on three articles [12] [13] (see Tables
1-6).







Table 1. Types of contacts.
Types of contacts

Scale of value

No contact

1

Punctual

2

Linear

3

Surface

4

Many points of contact

5

Many surfaces of contact

6

Table 2. Type of combinations.
Type of combinations

Scale of value

To put

1

Insertion, screwing, riveting

2

Turn

3

Combine

4

Bonding, welding

5

Table 3. Disassembly tools.
Disassembly tools

Scale of value

No

1

Compressed air tool

2

Mechanical tools

3

Supplied by the manufacturer

4

Specific

5

Improvised

6

Table 4. Number of disassembly directions.
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Above

1

3
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On the sides

2

More than 15 cm deep

3

From below

4

Combined axes

5

Without visibility

6

Table 5. Operator qualifications.
Operator qualifications

Scale of value

No

1

10 to 20 seconds

2

More than 30 seconds

3

Discussion

4

Training

5

Table 6. Required equipment.
Required equipment

Scale of value

No

1

Gloves

2

Mask

3

Fire protection

4

Air filtration

5

Integral combination

6

We have studied different disassembly methods to determine a weighting for
the above parameters and to see which ones are the most influential [12].
Weighting the parameters corresponds to giving more or less importance to a
parameter. The sum of the weights is equal to 100. The different alternatives will
therefore be ranked on a scale of 0 to 100 and the higher the score, the more disassembly will be considered complex. The weights applied to the parameters are
presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Weights of disassembly parameters.
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Parameters

Weighting

Number of disassembly directions

30

Disassembly tools

25

Types of contacts

20

Type of combinations

15

Operator qualifications

5

Required equipment

5
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The most important weighting has been given to the number of directions and
the disassembly tools, because they play an important role in the disassembly
complexity because complex tools and certain disassembly directions can be very
restrictive and limit the interest of a disassembly (disassemblability). The qualification of the operators and the equipment required were given smaller weightings, since these two parameters have less consequences on the difficulty of disassembly and the associated costs in comparison with the other parameters.

2.2. Identification of the Different Components of the System
The identification of the external environment and the formulation of the need
of the system is done by means of the Octopus diagram or intersections graph.
This diagram consists of the product, in the center, and around, elements of its
environment (external environment). The relations (services functions FPi and
FCi) between the product and the external environment are shown. The structure of such a diagram is given in Figure 2.
Usage
environment

Raw
material

FC

Other

FC

FP
User

FC

Product
FC
FP

FC

FC

Energy

Corporate
culture

standards

Figure 2. Structure of an octopus diagram.

The FAST (Function Analysis System Technique) will be developed, which
from a service function will lead to the technical functions and associated constructive solutions. It details in several levels the realization of one or more service functions.
At the end of this FAST, an exploded view of the solution will be generated
automatically and with the support of a legend that will provide a global vision
of the system in terms of components.

2.3. Link Graphs
The Component Mating Graph (CMG) represents the product (system) at the
component level. The nodes and arcs of this graph represent, respectively, the
components and the bonds between the components [14] [15]. The links can be
oriented or unoriented. Non-oriented links indicate the existence of a geometrical relation (contact stress) between two components such as planar or cylinDOI: 10.4236/mme.2020.101001
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drical contact but also a contact caused by the different types of attachment such
as screwing, snap adjustment (snap-fit), press fit. Oriented links refer to information of precedence (non-contact constraint) between two components such as
information concerning accessibility to a disassembly task [16]. This modeling
approach is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Hybrid link graph [16].

2.4. The Possible Solutions
For a given design that takes into account disassembly parameters, as presented
above, several design solutions can be envisaged. Among these design solutions,
there may be three types of solutions, those that are: good, unsatisfactory and satisfactory. The design solution is evaluated by means of an indicator (for example the index of easy attachments) which is a real number between 0 and 100%.
The closer it is to 100%, the more the separability constraint is satisfied, the
closer it is to 0% minus this constraint is satisfied [17]. Table 8 gives the satisfaction thresholds for the easy-fix indicator.
Table 8. The satisfaction thresholds of the easy bindings indicator.
0

25%
Not satisfactory

50%
Satisfactory

100%
Good

2.5. Proposal for an Evaluation Indicator of the Design Solution
Bibliographic synthesis of the design criteria for disassembly reveals six main
criteria (identical fastener indicators, indicator of the number of components
with identical materials, indicator of the weight of components with identical
materials, indicator of the number of fasteners the same direction of access and
indicator of easy fixations) [18] [19].
Of these indicators, the easy bindings indicator is the most relevant because it
is the only one that takes into account the complexity of the disassembly movement. Indeed, the gesture to be made to undo an attachment influences the ease
of disassembly, which is not taken into account by the other indicators. The disassembly parameters can therefore be qualified according to a predetermined
scale. In order to qualify the parameters of disassembly, a weighting is proposed
which increases with the difficulty to break the fixation considered by means of
DOI: 10.4236/mme.2020.101001
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the coefficients which define the level of sophistication of these parameters [17]
[18] [19].
However, the Easy Fixings Indicator proposed by the authors considers only
three disassembly parameters: the type of tools, the number of disassembly or
access directions, and the type of combinations or fasteners. Often, the disassembly of the product is too tedious to be put in place. Indeed, very often the
one who performs the disassembly or assembly operation does not have personal
protective equipment (e.g. gloves) to be able to remove the attachments of the
product, which at any given time can lead to more time than expected. On the
other hand, the lack of qualification of the operator to intervene on the product,
can lead to a destructive disassembly (to the extent that the part is damaged
during disassembly), this which could lead to recycling (thus generating additional costs) for future recovery of the damaged part. The time constraint is
therefore a very important parameter because it is directly related to the cost of
disassembly and thus obviously to the profitability of the disassembly operations.
An assembly that is too long to disassemble will be much less interesting and
disassembly may not be performed if it is really too important [10]. It is understood from this moment that for effective disassembly, it is more relevant to consider more than three parameters, so in the best case the six non-destructive disassembly parameters. The new indicator we propose that takes into account the
six disassembly parameters mentioned above is given by the following formula:

∑ ( ANDD CNDDi + AOD CODi + ATC CTCi + ATCO CTCOi + AQO CQOi + AER CERi )
n

If f =

i =1

n

(1)

with:

CNDD: complexity of disassembly directions,
COD: complexity of the disassembly tool,
CTC: complexity of the type of contact,
CQO: complexity of the operators’ qualification,
CER: complexity of required equipment,
n: number of links involved,
If f : Easy fixing indicator (in%).
The complexity of the parameter considered in the link i is given by the formula:

Ci = ai I i pi

(2)

with:
ai : coefficient of the parameter representing the considered disassembly,
I i : value assigned to the disassembly parameter considered,
pi : weighting of the disassembly parameter considered.
It should be noted that the weighting of each disassembly parameter is already
known, and the value assigned to each disassembly parameter will be extracted
from the table of connections between the components of the system or product
of study. Regarding the coefficient of the parameter representing the disassemDOI: 10.4236/mme.2020.101001
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bly, the following tables will illustrate the calculation.
The terms ANDD , AOD , ATC , ATCO , AQO and AER are respectively the
weights of the various factors of the indicator If f . Its latters are calculated as
follows [17] [18] [19]:
Ai =

2(m +1− k )

(3)

m ( m + 1)

with:
m: number of disassembly parameters considered (six for our formula),
k: number corresponding to the order of priority of the factors.
From the foregoing, the most significant weighting is given to the number of
directions and the disassembly tools, and the least important is given to the qualification of the operators and the required equipment. Taking into account this
order of priority, the assigned values of k are given as follows:
k = 1 for the number of disassembly directions,
k = 2 for disassembly tools,
k = 3 for the types of contacts,
k = 4 for the types of combinations,
k = 5 for the qualification of the operators,
k = 6 for the required equipment.
The weights of the different factors are as follows:
ANDD = 0.28; AOD = 0.23; ATC = 0.19; ATCO = 0.14; AQO = 0.09; AER =
0.04.
Following the approach proposed in [18] and [19], the coefficients associated
with each disassembly parameter are given by the following tables (Tables 9-14)
(the proposed weighting increases with the difficulty of breaking the fixation.
considered):
Table 9. Example of the coefficients associated with the number of directions of access.
Number of disassembly directions

Coefficients

Above

1/6

On the sides

1/5

More than 15 cm deep

1/4

From below

1/3

Combined axes

1/2

Without visibility

1

Table 10. Example of coefficients associated with disassembly tools.
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Disassembly tools

Coefficients

No

1/6

Compressed air tool

1/5

Mechanical tools

1/4
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Continued
Supplied by the manufacturer

1/3

Specific

1/2

Improvised

1

Table 11. Example of coefficients associated with types of contacts.
Types of contacts

Coefficients

No

1/6

Punctual

1/5

Linear

1/4

Surface

1/3

Many point of contact

1/2

Multi surface contact

1

Table 12. Example of the coefficients associated with the types of combinations.
Types of combinations

Coefficients

To put

1/5

Insertion, screwing, riveting

1/4

Turn

1/3

Combine

1/2

Bonding, welding

1

Table 13. Example of the coefficients associated with the qualification of the operators.
Operator qualifications

Coefficients

No

1/5

10 to 20 seconds

1/4

More than 30 seconds

1/3

Discussion

1/2

Training

1

Table 14. Example of the coefficients associated with the required equipment.
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Required equipment

Coefficients

No

1/6

Gloves

1/5

Mask

1/4

Fire protection

1/3

Air filtration

1/2

Integral combination

1
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3. Results
This part illustrates the implementation of the disassembly complexity evaluation approach integrating the disassembly constraints, proposed in the previous
section, on a product: the soy roaster.
With the large flow of raw materials (soybeans) to roast or roast, it turns out
that it is more painful to do traditionally. Thus, by automating the roasting
process, roasters are used which have the advantage of considerably reducing the
time of roasting and energy loss. The creation of an octopus diagram (Figure 4)
during the use of the roaster, identifies the environment outside the product and
formulate the service functions (Table 15) it must meet.

User

Soya
FP
Soy roaster

FC1

FC3

Cost
FC2

Environment

Security
Figure 4. Octopus diagram of the soy roaster in use phase.
Table 15. Service functions.
FP

Allow the user to roast soy

FC1

To be easily accessible financially (minimum cost)

FC2

Do not represent a danger for the user

FC3

Must adapt to the environment

Recall that FP is the main function and FC is the complementary function.

3.1. Identification of System Components
3.1.1. The FAST Diagram of the Soy Roaster
The FAST (Function Analysis System Technique) of the soy roaster is given by
Figure 5.
Following the functional analysis, based on the FAST we have identified the
different technical functions to achieve the service function: “allow the user to
roast the soy.” We retained the technical functions:
• To put,
• To feed,
• To cool,
• To contain.
DOI: 10.4236/mme.2020.101001
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Put in
motion
the
cereals

Roast the
soy

Rotate
the
scrapers

Electric
motor +
pulley-belts

Gas heater

Feed by
a heat
source

Coolingbo
wl

Cool the
cereals
(Soy)

Contain
the
cereals

Enter,
exit

Lid, hopper,
frame

keep

Figure 5. FAST relative to roasting function.

3.1.2. Exploded View of the Soy Roaster
The technical functions and technical sub-functions allowed us to detail the
technological solutions. The soy roaster consists of 19 components as listed in
Table 16. Figure 6 is an illustration of the product describing an exploded solution.
Table 16. Component legend.

DOI: 10.4236/mme.2020.101001

Reference of components

Component names

1

Frame

2

Engine

3

Belt

4

Disc 2 (pulley)

5

Main axis

6

Main shaft bearing 1

7

Main shaft bearing 2

8

Engine side bearing bracket

9

Motor disk

10

Hood

11

Bowl-side bearing support

12

Bowl

11
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Continued
13

Secondary axis

14

Secondary axis bearing

15

Secondary axle bearing support

16

Output hopper

17

Main cylinder

18

Scraper

19

Inlet hopper

Figure 6. Exploded view of the solution.

3.2. Modeling of the Product by the Link Graph
The structure of the product makes it possible to construct the graph of the links
presented in Figure 7. Indeed, having a global view of the product in terms of its
constituents, thanks to the graph of laisons, it is possible to highlight the different possible reports between the components of the product.
DOI: 10.4236/mme.2020.101001
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Figure 7. Link graph of soy roaster.

3.3. Assessment of Disassembly Complexity
As mentioned in the methodology, an index If f (Equation (1)) is chosen as the
design indicator to evaluate the disassembly complexity of a solution generated
by the designer.
The disassembly complexity of the soy roaster is evaluated from six proposed
parameters for two solutions whose characteristics are as follows:
• Solution 1: the roaster consists of two large sets: the upper set (main
frame-cylinder) and the lower set (rack-bowl).
The upper set is subdivided into three parts. The first part consists of parts 1,
17, 19, 10, 16, 11 and 8. The second part consists of parts 2, 3 and 9. The third
part is composed of parts 4, 5, 6 and 7. The assembly between these three parts is
provided by screw-nut system.
The lower set is subdivided into two parts. The first part consists of parts 1, 14
and 15. The second part is composed of parts 12, 13 and 18. The assembly between these two parts is provided by screw-nut system.
• Solution 2: this solution is similar to the previous one, the only difference is
that parts 17 and 16 are welded.
Table 17 makes an evaluation of the connections between the components of
the product.
Table 17. Evaluation of the bonds between the components.
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Connection

TC

OD

NDD

TCO

QO

ER

Value

1-2

6

3

5

4

3

2

23

2-9

4

1

4

3

1

1

14

3-9

4

3

5

2

2

2

18

13
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Continued
3-4

4

1

4

3

1

1

14

4-5

4

3

5

4

3

2

21

5-6

4

3

5

2

3

2

19

5-7

4

3

5

2

3

2

19

6-8

6

1

5

2

2

2

18

7-11

6

1

5

2

2

2

18

11-10

4

3

5

4

3

2

21

17-10

6

3

5

2

2

2

20

17-8

4

3

5

4

3

2

21

17-1

6

3

5

4

3

2

23

17-16

6

3

5

4

3

2

23

1-12

6

3

5

4

3

2

23

15-14

4

3

4

2

2

2

17

12-15

4

3

5

4

3

2

21

14-13

4

3

5

4

3

2

21

18-13

4

3

5

4

3

2

21

19-17

4

3

5

4

3

2

21

The easy fixing indices obtained for the two solutions proposed are of the order of 37.09% for solution 1 and 39.05% for solution 2. Both solutions belong to
the interval [25%, 50%] that reflect a satisfactory solution. But solution 2 has the
index of easy fixations closest to 50%, it is then considered as the design solution
most respectful of disassembly constraints at the end of life than solution 2.

4. Conclusion
This paper is devoted to the application of a methodology for assessing the complexity of disassembly using a criterion of integration of disassembly at the end
of life during the preliminary design phase. An evaluation of the design solutions
of a soy roaster is presented, following which the choice of the design solution
most respectful of disassembly constraints is carried out. These design parameters will be very useful for the deployment of the classification algorithm on the
soy roaster.
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